P R O D U C T

D E C K

THE BLUEPRINT
WHAT WE DO

OUR MISSION

BPM Wallet is an adoption-focused ticketing platform that is designed
to streamline event ticketing, safeguard genuine fans and vendors, and
ultimately solve the problems that plague the event industry worldwide. 



We're solving the issues that others ignore. BPM Wallet is focused on
revolutionising the event ticketing industry, and putting the power back
into the hands of genuine fans.



BPM Wallet acts as a tokenised ecosystem by which event tickets are
issued as tokenised assets to KYC’d users' wallets. The in-app
secondary market gives genuine fans an accessible and easy-to-use
marketplace to safely buy, sell, and trade tickets between other verified
users, preventing ticket fraud, scams, touting, scalping, and heightening
event security.

Our breakthrough software allows us to provide users with a seamless
and secure way to transfer tickets while providing them with an
immersive experience to relive special moments through memoryinfused NFTs. 


This Web3 solution gives artists and event organisers a way to reestablish a relationship with fans, who can now be rewarded in ways
we've never seen before for attending events.
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THE GLOBAL ONLINE
EVENT TICKETING
MARKET WAS VALUED
AT $143 BILLION IN 2021.
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THE REVENUE
FORECAST BY 2030 IS
$287.91 BILLION.
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THE PROBLEM
Fraud

Counterfeit & scams

12% of tickets are purchased
fraudulently using other people's
details.

A growing number of ticket purchases 40% of tickets are purchased by touts
from the secondary market result in
or by bots for touts to profiteer on the
the buyers never receiving a ticket or secondary market.
receiving a counterfeited or
duplicated ticket.

Touting & scalping
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Security
The legacy ticketing system has
fundamental security flaws, if the
original purchaser sells the ticket then
the event promoters or vendors don’t
know who owns the ticket or who is
attending their event.

bpmwallet.io

“Industrial-scale ticket touting is hugely damaging to
music businesses, and to the wider music economy –
diverting millions of pounds into the back pockets of touts
and secondary platforms.


Independent research commissioned by FanFair Alliance
has confirmed that music fans who purchase needlessly
expensive tickets on the secondary market will spend less
on recorded music, on merchandise and on attending
other shows.


The market distortion caused by secondary ticketing also
has a deep cultural impact. Music is a commercial
business, but the future prosperity of music depends
upon live performances being accessible to the widest
possible audiences – and to young audiences in
particular”
– FANFAIR ALLIANCE
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IT’S TIME TO
SAFEGUARD THE
WORLD OF TICKETING.
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THE SOLUTION
Tokenised tickets

Personalised wallets

Fair resale

Event security

Tokenised tickets distributed to the
user-verified wallets guarantee
authenticity.

Digital tickets are issued to users'
verified wallets with biometric
profiling. KYC’d user profiles mean
personalised tickets.



Easily buy and sell tickets in the BPM
Exchange between verified users at a
maximum of face value. 



Event promotors know all event
attendees even if the ticket has
changed hands.

Simultaneous ticket transfer and
payment between buyer and seller
eradicates scams and removes any
requirement for trust or blind faith.

If an event is cancelled ticket holders
can be contacted and refunded with
ease.
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THE TECH
OUR APPROACH
SFT, NFT, NFC & BPM Wallet: The pioneering
technology we use to eliminate ticket fraud,
scams, counterfeiting, scalping, touting, and
enhance event security. 


SFT - Semi-Fungible Token

NFT - Non-Fungible Token

NFC - Near Field Communication

SFT & NFT TECHNOLOGY
An SFT is a unique, one of a kind digital item
that users can buy, own, and trade. SFTs are
uniquely positioned in that they begin
circulation as a fungible item and then
become non-fungible.


Event entry will be easy. Users will simply
open their BPM Wallet app and select the
ticket which is then confirmed through NFC
technology. 


NFTs are tokens that we can use to represent
ownership of unique items. As well as tickets,
NFTs let us tokenise things like art,
collectables, and even real estate. They can
only have one official owner at a time and
they're secured by the blockchain – no one
can modify the record of ownership or copy/
paste a new NFT into existence.
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NFC TECHNOLOGY
Throughout our daily lives, we have
seamlessly integrated with NFC technology.
For example, Apple/Android pay allows two
devices (your mobile and a payment
terminal) to communicate with one another
to complete a transaction. NFC is
dynamically encrypted, meaning the
encryption is changed for each transaction,
making it incredibly secure.


Built on the XRPL, the BPM Wallet will be a
secure, encrypted crypto wallet. By
presenting their NFT ticket through their BPM
Wallet App, users will allow event staff to
verify the ticket's authenticity using the BPM
Dashboard app using NFC technology.


NFC communication takes less than a
second, allowing smooth operation and fast
gate control on event days.
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WHY THE XRPL?
OVERVIEW
The XRP Ledger (XRPL) ticks
all the boxes for what BPM
Wallet intends to build. It's
fast, energy efficient, and
reliable with low transaction
costs. Furthermore, it
provides developers with a
strong open-source
foundation for executing the
most demanding projects—
without hurting the
environment.

Speed

Low costs

Concensus Protocol

Transactions settle every 3-5 seconds

Fractions of a penny per transaction

150+ validators on the network

Reliability

Decentralised

Sustainability

8+ years of consistent performance
over more than 66 million ledgers

Open to anyone to build on,
maintained by the community

Energy efficient, industry-leading,
green blockchain
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IN-APP PAYMENTS
User action

Ticketing agency

O V E R V I E W

Automated action

User experience is at the forefront of our

BPM Event

approach to ensure adoption outside the

Creation & NFT
ticket minting app

cryptocurrency and blockchain space.



Transitioning from Web2 ticketing
platforms will be seamless for buyers and

Buyer

Search for tickets

Ticket Marketplace

$BPM tokens

Purchase ticket

List tickets

Seller

sellers thanks to an integrated fiat on/offramp. As with any other online purchase,
buyers can use a credit or debit card to
pay.

Fiat on-ramp

Fiat off-ramp

Assign ticket to

Transfer ticket

Marketplace 


buyer

transaction

fees

BPM Wallet
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USER DATA
User action

O U R

S T R A T E G Y

Automated action

User profiles will enable intelligent, reactive ad-targeting to help resonate
with the users. It creates an additional revenue opportunity where partner

U S E R

F I R S T - P A R T Y

D A T A

S T R A T E G I E S

brands and events can target ads based on customers' prior purchase
behaviours and event interests.


User registration &

Email Address,

data consent

Gender, DoB, Location

Onboarding

Interest categories:

Reuse for

questions

Music, Sport, Theatre

targeting

Ticket purchase

Events attended

Retarget users

Monetise data

Authorised user data can be used by event organisers to target people in
specific categories more effectively. The BPM Wallet app can use the data
to suggest feeds for users and tailor any prizes/rewards they win. Users
can also be notified when events in their interested categories go on sale. 



The data we collect can be monetised, which will further increase our
revenue stream.
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BPM ECOSYSTEM

BPM Wallet App

BPM Exchange

BPM Dashboard

The BPM Wallet app allows users to manage their

Purchasing tickets on the BPM Exchange in-app

Primary ticket outlets and event promoters can

event tickets in one place. Buy, sell, trade, never

marketplace will be straightforward and

access real-time data for their events with BPM

has ticket management been so seamless and

seamless. It will provide a secure environment for

Dashboard, the backend software for ticket

secure.



secondary ticket sales and purchases between

creation and distribution. View a variety of

verified profiles where prices are capped at face

analytics, such as ownership of tickets,

value.



demographics, and additional insightful data.



ecosystem from the palm of their hand. The user

The BPM Exchange makes transitioning from

NFC technology and the BPM Wallets in-app

experience will be first-class from the word 'go',

legacy secondary markets seamless. An

biometric profiling operate in conjunction for

and users will be able to interact, build

integrated fiat on/off-ramp and streamlined

increased entrance security, and streamlined

relationships with other attendees, and ultimately

interface will allow for effortless use of our

event entry.



be hyped up for the event.

intuitive app.

Our mobile application empowers users to
navigate an all-encompassing ticketing

Event promoters know exactly who owns each
ticket, even if it’s changed hands multiple times.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
Pay, send and receive
funds instantly.

Powered by the XRPL, expect
rapid, secure, and low-cost
Collect points to redeem

transactions throughout our

discounts & prizes.

app.

Earn points with every
transaction and enjoy
exclusive ecosystem
rewards. Think FREE tickets,
VIP access, merchandise,
Safely store tickets in

food, and beverages.

verified user wallets.

All event tickets can be
stored within verified user
wallets and conveniently
accessed.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

Trade tickets for a fair price
on a verified marketplace.

The BPM Exchange provides
a secure environment for
secondary ticket sales and
Effortlessly browse tickets

purchases between verified

in the secondary market.

profiles, where resale is
limited to a maximum of
face value.

Get access to the tickets you
want most in the easiest
way possible. Our in-app
suggested data feeds work
with users to ensure they
never miss their favourite

Exchange tickets safely

events.

and securely.

The simultaneous transfer of
tickets and payment
between buyer and seller
eradicates scams and blind
faith trust trading.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

Access event statistics with
real-time data.

Obtain insight into ownership
of tickets, demographics,
and more by viewing a
variety of analytics.

Monitor & track ownership
of tickets for your event.

Promotors are always in
control of their events.
Streamline the
management of events with
View all attendees verified

permissions, controls, and

user profiles.

real-time information.

NFC technology and the BPM
Wallets in-app biometric
profiling combine for
increased entrance security
and streamlined event
entry.
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MAKE IT YOURS

A single wallet for all your tickets.

We’re creating a more immersive experience for eventgoers. 



Users can connect with each other, create and customise
their profiles, and get notified about their favourite events. 



Promoters and artists can create real value from their
relationships with ticket holders by identifying and
rewarding loyal fans.
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RELIVE EVERY MOMENT

Collect digital memories in the
form of NFTs.

Upon redemption, your digital ticket will transform into an
exclusive NFT relative to the event you attended.



All tokenised digital tickets held in a user’s BPM Wallet will
be eligible for an exclusive NFT reward once the event has
finished.



As a result, the ticket becomes a collector's item - a
memento for fans that has a different value assigned to it.
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VERIFIED USER PROFILES
DELIVER A TRUE
PERSONALISED
TICKETING EXPERIENCE.
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$BPM TOKEN
Currently traded on

W H A T

I S

$ B P M

T O K E N ?

The $BPM token was created to help us revolutionise live event
experiences. Get exclusive rewards and earn real value. Issued on the
XRPL, it is energy efficient, fast, safe and secure. 



Bitrue

Xumm Wallet

Sologenic

Use $BPM as a transfer of value within the BPM ecosystem. We’re
creating long-term value with various utilities.



Our payments API will make it incredibly easy for developers to
integrate $BPM into existing ePOS and eCommerce systems, allowing
merchants to accept $BPM payments.

onXRP
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TOKENOMICS
T O K E N

C R E A T I O N

Pre-sale & IDO

1%

The originating account has been
Exchange Release

blackholed to prevent any further $BPM

9%

tokens from ever being created.

Max. supply

Operational

50%

Staking & Airdrop Rewards

20%

10,000,000,000
Marketing

10%

Reserves

5%

Team*

5%

*The team's 5% token allocation will be paid monthly over a 24month period with contracted restrictions on selling.
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REVELLERS NFT
W H A T

A R E

R E V E L L E R S ?

A collection of 10,000 NFTs, hand-sketched by our legendary
artist, Fiasco, which unlock unparalleled utility within the BPM
Wallet ecosystem.

X L S - 2 0

XLS-20 is now up for approval from XRPL validators. It makes the
creation of NFTs on the XRPL very compact and efficient,
reducing any negative impact on the XRP Ledger’s performance
and avoiding congestion at scale. With XLS-20, we can create
NFTs without the additional security risks and complexities—and
therefore room for error—that come with smart contracts since
XRPL does not require them to run to accomplish many tasks.
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An exclusive PFP NFT that

VIP access to tickets,

Maximise yields with trait-

pays to hold!

airdrops & prizes.

tiered Revellers.

Revellers quite literally pay to hold. Not only can

Reveller holders will always be “in the know”,

ALL Reveller NFTs will feature 1 trait that

you Revel/Stake your NFT to earn daily $BPM

receiving exclusive news and access as we

determines yield pool access. There are 4 levels

tokens, holders automatically become a BPM

receive it. Whitelist opportunities for up-and-

associated with the above trait; bronze, silver,

Wallet in-app VIP and have access to exclusive

coming NFT projects, automated raffle entries to

gold, and platinum. Bronze is the most common,

features, rewards and events.

win once-in-a-lifetime prizes, future airdrops,

thus distributing the $BPM bronze yield pool

and VIP access at BPM-associated events!

between more holders. The more $BPM tokens
held, the greater the earning potential.
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MEET THE TEAM

Marcus Bond

Kelvin Rolf

Alex Bond

Callum Melly

Co-Founder & Lead Developer

Co-Founder & Business

Lead Designer

Social Marketing Manager

Development
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MEET THE TEAM

Jehrone Kerr

Chris Dangerfield

James Rule

Community Manager

XRPL Adviser

Community Adviser
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LET’S CONNECT

Website

Email

Social media

www.bpmwallet.io

info@bpmwallet.io

Twitter: @BPMWallet



Discord: BPM 



Instagram: bpmwallet
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